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摘

要： 研发了一种新颖的实验方法，用以在交叉分子束条件下测量双分子反应产物的成对相关（ pair correla-

tion）讯息. 作为尝试，首先选取了 F + CD4 / CHD3 / CH4 反应体系. 结合时间切片离子速度成像与交叉分子束技术，
可直接测得产物态分辨且成对相关的角分布. 已研究了产物成对相关的几个方面，阐释了碰撞能效应. 测量表明，
产物角分布对 HF / DF 产物振动态有极强的相关性，同时对甲基产物的振动态也有不可忽视的相关性. 在低碰撞
能时，在 F + CH4 多原子反应中，首度发现了反应动态共振的证据.
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and Time-sliced Ion Velocity Imaging Methods*
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Abstract

A novel experimental technique has been developed to measure the attributes of product pair correlation

of bimolecular reactions under the crossed molecular beam condition. The first system that we picked is F + CD4 /
CHD3 / CH4 reactions. By combining a crossed molecular beam method with a time-sliced ion velocity imaging technique，the product state-resolved pair-correlated differential cross sections were revealed directly from the measurements. Several facets of the product pair correlation have been explored. The dependence on the collisional energy
has been elucidated. The pair-correlated angular distributions show strong dependences on the HF / DF vibrational
quantum numbers，and weaker yet not negligible dependences on the methyl radical vibrational quantum numbers.
For the F + CH4 reaction at collisional energies close to the reaction threshold，the first experimental evidences of a
reactive resonance in a polyatomic reaction were discovered. The product pair-correlated information helps us to unravel the complexity of polyatomic reactions and offers the important link between A + BC type of reactions and more
general polyatomic reactions.
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the number of the DOF increases dramatically. For ex-

Introduction

ample，for a system of n atoms，there are N degrees of

Reaction dynamics is essentially the modern-day
［1，
2］

approach to the study of reaction kinetics

vibrational freedom and N = 3n - 6 if the structure is

. The fun-

nonlinear. Thus，there are 3 DOF for a three-atom sys-

damental aim is to understand the intimate mechanisms

tem，6 DOF for a four-atom system，9 DOF for a five-

of chemical reactivity at a microscopic level of detail.

atom system，and so on. If we wish to calculate a po-

To understand the detailed mechanism of an elementary

tential energy surface that samples 10 points in every

reaction，we rely on both experimental observations

DOF，we need 10 N points for a system of N-DOF，

and theoretical calculations. For example，the state

which can become prohibitively large even using the

distributions of the products，the collisional energy de-

best computer resources. Fortunately， a polyatomic

pendence， the product angular distributions， etc.

system（ n > 4 ）often involves a very high density of

could be measured experimentally. Combined with the-

states，—too dense to be resolved experimentally. To

oretical investigations，ab initio calculations and mod-

understand the dynamical behavior of a reaction，what

els，the mechanism of the reaction can hopefully be

is more important is to have a resolution that is high

understood. For a chemical reaction，the critical region

enough to resolve the relevant dynamical attributes. A

is the transition state that separates the products from

full resolution experiment may not necessarily be essen-

the reactants. This critical region is believed to be the

tial. For example，it is often not necessary to resolve

most important，yet least understood aspect. The goal

all the individual rovibrational state，while it is impor-

of chemical dynamics studies is to comprehend the be-

tant to know the averaged vibrational and rotational en-

havior of the reacting system in this elusive critical re-

ergy releases. If we merely measure the total internal

gion microscopically，such as the interaction between

energy with a too low resolution that the vibrational

atoms，the energy flow and redistribution，the steric

states can not be separated from the overlaps of their

effects，etc.

rotational envelopes，it will be hard to retrieve the cor-

Crossed molecular beam experiments that measure

rect vibrational distribution，even for the averaged vi-

the state-resolved product angular distributions at a

brational energy. More importantly，not all DOF affect

well-controlled collisional energy can provide important

the reaction in the same manner. For example，the

data for dynamics studies. Recently，thanks to the sig-

concept of functional groups is to limit the reactive part

nificant progresses of both theoretical calculations and

of a molecule to a small group of atoms. Also，only

experimental techniques，quantitative understanding of

certain vibrational mode excitations help to carry the

a few simple systems has been achieved. These bench-

reaction system across the barrier. Concepts like func-

［3 - 6］
mark systems are H + H2（ or HD，D2 ）
，F +

tional groups and reaction centers are quite common in

H2［7 - 9］，O（ 1 D）+ H2［10］，and OH + H2［11］. Precise

synthetic chemistry（ organic and inorganic chemistry）.

measurements and high level quantum calculations can

For a more precise field of physical chemistry［12］，what

be compared with each other. Proper interpretations

we need is to build up the similar backbone knowledge

can then be put forward. For reactions of similar sizes

to better interpret polyatomic reactions，and eventually

（number of atoms and electrons involved），the results
can be largely predicted，provided that the interaction
potential is sufficiently accurate.

to predict the outcomes reliably.
The reaction of fluorine atom with methane，F +
CH4 →HF + CH3 ，is an attractive prototype for this en-

Of course，we should not limit the studies of reac-

deavor. First，it is a direct reaction in which the prod-

tion dynamics to just three- or four-atom systems. The

uct state distributions can sensitively reveal the key

three-atom and four-atom systems have too few degrees

features of the potential energy surface. In contrast，if

of freedom（ DOF）to be extrapolated to a more general

a reaction goes through a long-lived intermediate，its

polyatomic system. As the number of atoms increases，

product distribution is often statistical-like. Secondly，
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there are vibrational and rotational states of the two mo-

other hand，depends on the reaction mechanism and is

lecular products. Besides rotational motions，HF has

sensitive to the entrance region of the reaction［14］.

only one vibrational DOF while CH3 has 6 vibrational

If the product velocity distribution is measured，

DOF that belong to 4 vibrational normal modes. Which

the translational energy distribution can be derived. By

vibrational modes will be excited during this reaction？

conservation of energy and linear momentum，the total

What is the mode / state correlation of the coincidently

internal energy distribution of the products can be de-

formed HF + CH3 product pairs？Such questions are

duced. Using F + CH4 →HF + CH3 as an example，

beyond the three-atom reaction. Furthermore， there
exists a dynamical resonance in the F + HD → HF + D
reaction［7 - 9，13］. In view of the fast time scale of the in-

E trans =

1
1
m u2 +
m u2
2 HF HF
2 CH3 CH3

m HF u HF + m CH3 u CH3 = 0

（1）
（2）

0
0

quantum phenomenon exist at all in a polyatomic reac-

E total = E c - ΔH = E trans + E int
（3）
where E trans is the total product translational energy，u

tion？This question is very intriguing，yet hitherto un-

is the product recoil velocity vector in the center-of-

addressed.

mass frame，and - ΔH00 is the reaction exothermicity.

tramolecular vibrational dynamics，can this facinating

In this contribution，a pedagogic account of our

By momentum conservation，only the velocity vector of

approach toward understanding polyatomic reaction dy-

one product needs to be measured and that of the other

namics will be presented，emphasizing the basic ideas

concomitant product can be calculated from equation

and fundamental elements. The remaining part of this

（ 2 ）. The internal energy has two parts， E int =

paper is organized as following. First，we explain the

E int（ HF）+ E int（ CH3 ）. The combinations of the inter-

experimental observables of a crossed molecular beam

nal energy levels of the two product molecules are enor-

reaction，using F + CH4 reaction as an example. Sec-

mous and too dense to be resolved by merely measuring

ondly，we describe the experimental setup. A novel

of the total translational energy distribution. A state-

three-dimensional ion velocity imaging technique has

selective probe of the CH3 products is then desired. A

been developed for this study. Finally，the product

resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization（ REMPI ）

mode correlation is discussed and a few results are re-

probe can select the internal state（ s）of the CH3 prod-

viewed.

ucts［15］，thus fix E int（ CH3 ）. From

2

A few experimental observables

E int（ HF） = E total - E trans - E int（ CH3 ） （4）
the relatively sparse rovibrational levels of HF can

The reaction cross section（ σ）is the microscopic

hopefully be resolved in the CH3 state-selective product

reaction probability（ summed over all impact parame-

translation energy distributions，provided that E trans is

ters or partial waves），which can be linked to the mac-

measured with sufficient resolution.

roscopic rate constant as k = v r σ in a bimolecular reac-

The partition of the product energy offers the in-

tion，where v r is the relative velocity of the two reactant

formation of the energy flow while the reaction is taking

molecules. The collisional energy dependence of the

place. It is obvious that translational，rotational，or vi-

reaction cross section is called the excitation function，

brational energy excitation of the products should come

σ（ E c ）. A molecular beam has narrow speed and angular distributions. A crossed molecular beam reaction

from different microscopic mechanisms. It has been
known that the energy disposal depends sensitively on

has a well-defined collisional energy，hence，is ideal

the geometry of the transition state and the kinematics

for studying the excitation function. Since the reaction

（ the mass factor and conservation laws of energy，pari-

cross section becomes zero or very small when the colli-

ty，and angular momentum）. The energy partition be-

sional energy is less than the reaction barrier，the exci-

tween the vibrational modes reveals important dynamics

tation function can reveal the magnitude of the reaction

of the reaction，especially in the case of a polyatomic

barrier. The shape of the excitation function，on the

system of multiple vibrational modes. One limiting case
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is that all energy is distributed randomly among all

10 K and it is not difficult to achieve 2 ～ 3 K，while

modes，the statistical case. Another common case is

the vibrational degrees of freedom are more difficult to

that the energy is constrained within certain motion of

relax due to the smaller V-T and V-R relaxation cross

atoms，which leads to only a few modes being active

sections. A skimmer of 3 mm diameter is used to skim

during the reaction.

the center cone of the jet to form a molecular beam.

The product angular distributions also provide im-

The speed of methane beam is about 1 ～ 1. 2 km / s de-

portant information. The angular distribution refers to

pending on the isotopic variants（ CH4 ，CHD3 ，CD4 ）

the product formation probability per unit solid angle.

used.

As above，we use the symbol of the reaction cross sec-

The F-atom beam was generated by introducing a

tion，σ，for the probability of product formation. The
angular distribution can be expressed as d σ（ θ，Ф）/ dΩ

glow discharge through a F2 / He mixture in the expansion region of a piezoelectric pulsed valve［18］. The

in a polar coordinate and d Ω = sinθdθdФ. Owing to the

glow discharge takes place between two stainless steel

randomness of the impact parameters，the reaction sys-

plates with a ceramic spacer in between. These three

tem（ for unpolarized reactants）should exhibit a cylin-

plates have holes of 1. 5 mm diameter in the center.

drical symmetry around the relative velocity vector，

The plate thickness is about 2 mm. A 1. 5 mm diame-

i. e. ，dσ / dФ = constant when we choose the relative

ter channel is formed by stacking these three plates to-

velocity direction as the symmetry axis. Thus，the an-

gether. When the pulsed gas mixture passes through

gular distribution can be expressed as dσ / sinθdθ or

the discharge channel，a high voltage pulse（ ～ 1 kV）

dσ / dcosθ，which is usually called differential cross

is applied to one of the electrodes to induce the glow

section from this differential form of expression.

discharge. Metastable He * is formed in the plasma，in

In a scattering event，the impact parameter is the
shortest distance of the colliding pair in the absence of

which complicated chemistry is involved. The following
reactions are just few examples：
He + e - → He * + e He * + F2 → 2F + He

intermolecular interactions. In analogy to a baseball
game，the impact parameter gauges how accurately the

（5）
（6）

the scattered products depends on the value of the im-

+ M → He + M
（7）
The residual He may interfere the crossed beam reac-

pact parameters. For a direct，hard-sphere like reac-

tion of interest. For instance，

bat hits the ball. Similarly，the angular distribution of

He

*

tion，small impact parameters lead to backward scattering，while large impact parameters yield forward scat［2，
16］

tering

*

and CH4 *

He * + CH4 → CH4 * + He
（8）
can be field ionized by the electric field of

. Usually not every collisional event can re-

the ion optics，or photoionized by the laser beam. Most

act. The product angular distribution indicates the suc-

of the ion background is CH4 + ，but still some CH3 +

cess rate of various impact parameters. If only back-

are present when He * concentration is high. The

ward products are observed，the collisions with larger

amount of He * depends on the F2 concentration，gas

impact parameters just fail to react.

pressure，discharge current，electrode surface condi-

3
3. 1

Experimental setup
Crossed molecular beam setup

tions， etc.

Acidic treatment （ e. g.

using 20%

HNO3（ aq））of the stainless steel electrodes is necessary
to keep a stable discharge. For generating a short but

The CH4 supersonic jet was generated by expan-

concentrated F atom pulsed beam，a high voltage tran-

ding 70 psig neat CH4 gas though a pulsed valve of

sistor switch is used to control the discharge pulse of

0. 5 mm orifice into a vacuum chamber. The supersoncools the translational and rotational

60 mA and 15 µs width at the optimized timing in the
gas pulse. By carefully adjusting the delay time，dis-

motions of CH4 quite effectively. Usually，the transla-

charge current，gas pressure，etc，the optimized condi-

tional and rotational temperatures can be in the order of

tion can be achieved，i. e. maximum F atom concen-

［17］

ic expansion
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tration and minimum metastable rare gas concentra-

The velocity distributions of the nascent CH3 products

tion［19］. A 5% F2 / He or F2 / Ne gas mixture is used. A

are measured by recording the CH3 + ion velocity

too diluted mixture results in too many metastable rare

imaging.

gas atoms. A too concentrated mixture will give a broad

3. 2

Concept of ion velocity imaging

speed distribution of the molecular beam and will not

The early approach of ion imaging［20，21］ may be

yield higher F atom concertration. In the present

simply described as follows：a homogeneous electric

study，the F atom speed is about 1. 7 km / s for 5% F2 /

field（ the field vector is set to the z direction，thus E x

He mixture，and about 1 km / s for 5% F2 / Ne mixture.

= E y = 0 ）is used to extract the ions. The x and y

Fig. 1 shows the experimental configuration. The

components of the ion velocity vector（ v x ，v y ）are not

two molecular beams and the laser beam are all in the

affected by this extraction field. So
（9）

same plane. Two molecular beam source chambers can

x d = x0 + v x t

be rotated independently. By varying the intersection

where x d is the position x component on the detection

angle between the two molecular beams，the relative

plane，x0 is the ion initial position，and t is the ion

velocity of the reactants can be changed to give differ-

time of flight（ TOF）. When the spread of x0 is very

ent collisional energies.

small（ point ion source），the distribution of（ x d ，y d ）
shows the distribution of（ v x ，v y ），since t is almost a
constant for a given mass. Practically，the size of ion
source is usually limited by the signal strength and the
laser beam size，x d > ～ 1 mm. The size of the ion
detector limits the maximum value of x d to be within
20 mm for a commercially available image detector.
The combination of both makes the velocity resolution
worse than 5% . The image measured by this method is
a compressed image containing two-dimensional velocity information，since there is no distinction for the v z
component.
In 1997，Eppink and Parker reported an innova-

Fig. 1

The schematic experimental setup

The two molecular beams and the laser beam are in the same plane.
Two molecular beam source chambers can be rotated independently
to change the intersection angle between the two beams. The ion
flight axis is perpendicular to the molecular beam plane.

tive velocity mapping method［22］. This method utilizes
the focusing power of ion optics to reduce the effect of
the spread of x0 such that
x d = Fx0 + Mv x t

（10）

where F is the spatial focus ratio and M is the velocity
Two reactant beams cross each other at the cen-

magnifying factor. Practically，F can be as small as

ter. For a molecular beam of a typical density，the

0. 05 and M is close to 1. Thus，the velocity resolution

probability of secondary collisions is much smaller than

can be improved significantly. Nowadays，about 1%

the probability of reactive scattering. In other words，

velocity resolution can be achieved routinely in many

almost all products observed are nascent. Here the

laboratories. The effect of the velocity mapping is ex-

CH3 products are probed by a 2 + 1 REMPI scheme via
the 3p z intermediate state. In a photoionization

emplified here. Under the mapping condition，F is

process，most of the excess energy is carried away by

be imaged with high resolutions as illustrated in Fig. 2a

the photoelectron and the speed of the cation is almost

and Fig. 2b. On the other hand，when the ion optics

the same as the neutral molecules because of the large

voltages are set to give a homogeneous electric field

mass disparity between the electron and the cation.

such that F is about 1 —the spatial-mode operation，

much less than 1 and the ion velocity distribution can
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and the resultant ion images are shown at Fig. 2 c and

tion of v z . An ultrafast ion image detector consists of

d. As can be seen，a significant contribution from the

two microchannel plates，fast phosphor screen and a

spatial distribution of the probe laser is apparent，

gateable intensified charge-coupled-device （ ICCD ）

which distorts the images and worsens the velocity dis-

camera. The time resolution of this type of detector is

tribution.

about 5 ns. Conventional ion velocity mapping method
uses high extraction field that compresses the t r spread
to a few nanoseconds. We use instead a weak extraction field to expand t r to a few hundred nanoseconds in
order to achieve a good v z resolution. One problem arising from the weak extraction field is that the image
easily becomes too big—bigger than the detector dimensions. To overcome this problem，an extended ion
optics is then adapted for post acceleration after the focus-lens region. The computer simulation of our ion
［19］
optics（ by the SIMION program ）
is depicted at

Fig. 3. By using a soft focusing design（ the curvature
of the electric potential contour is small），a large ion
cloud can be focused. Hence larger signals can be obtained by collecting ions from a bigger volume. MoreoFig. 2

Raw CHD（
2 v = 0）product ion images showing the
effects of ion velocity mapping and time slicing

（ a）with both velocity mapping and time slicing，
（ b）with
velocity mapping but without time slicing（ conventional velocity
mapping），
（ c）without velocity mapping but with time slicing，
and（ d）without velocity mapping and without time slicing.

ver，the focusing condition becomes less sensitive to
the ion initial positions，resulting in a more stable operation.
3. 3

Experimental data analysis
After a raw image was acquired，the velocity cali-

In（ c）and（ d），the spatial distribution of the ion cloud

bration was performed according to the pixel numbers

can be seen（ thus，named " spatial-mode" operation.

and the ion time of flight. Since the image is taken
with time-slicing through the center of the Newton

For more precise and direct measurement of ion
velocities，we develop a novel three-dimensional velocity imaging technique［19］. Our approach is to utilize
the ion TOF to map out the v z component［23］ while

sphere，the ion events of v z = 0 are selected. The velocity calibration corresponds to transforming the（ x，
y）spatial pixel to（ v x ，v y ）in the velocity space.
In a crossed molecular beam experiment，two mo-

keeping the velocity mapping condition for v x and v y .

lecular beams cross each other over the time scale of

This v z -to-t mapping is by taking advantage of the ion

ten microseconds. Within this crossing period，fast re-

turn-around-time（ t r ） under a homogeneous electric

coil products may fly away from the laser detection zone

field，which can be expressed as

while the slow products stay. Therefore，the overall de-

tr = -

vz
mv z
=az
qE z

t = t0 + t r

（11）

tection efficiency depends heavily on the product laboratory velocities. A computer program is written to sim-

（12）

ulate the detection efficiency，in which the spatial and

where m / q is the mass-to-charge ratio of the ion，a z is

temporal distributions of the molecular beams and the

the external acceleration，E z is the z component of the

laser beam are explicitly taken into account. The

extraction electric field strength，and t0 is the ion TOF

detection sensitivity of products of a given laboratory

for v z = 0. It is clear that for a given v z ，the smaller E z

velocity is calculated. The sensitivity map is then

the larger t r —this is necessary to yield a good resolu-

obtained by interpolation of few hundred grid points in
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The computer simulation（ using the SIMION program）of the ion optics setup

The two exemplified ion point-sources are separated by 10 mm. The velocity mapping condition brings
the trajectories from the two ion sources to the same point on the detector plane if they have the same
transverse velocity component. Different positions on the detector plane are from ions with different initial transverse velocities，regardless of their initial positions. The schematics of the image detector
with an ultrafast shutter is also shown.
［19］
the velocity space（ v x ，v y ）
. After the sensitivity

= 0）. Practically，a small time-gate is used to select

correction， the product velocity image reveals the

ions with - Δv / 2 < v z < Δv / 2，where Δv is the velocity width corresponding to the time-gate. For small

distribution in the velocity space that should be
symmetric with respect to the relative velocity of the reactants. Different seeding gases will give different F-atom beam speeds，but the same collisional energy can
be maintained by adjusting the intersection angles between the molecular beams. Also the angle between the
laser beam and the molecular beams can be varied. If
the sensitivity correction is done correctly，the results
should be invariant to the experimental geometries. We
have tested the program and found that it meets this
criterion successfully. In the field of reaction dynamics，this sensitivity correction is usually called densityto-flux transformation，which emphasizes the fact that
the laser spectroscopic probe measures the density（ or

enough Δv，the signal is linearly proportional to Δv.
Therefore，a raw image corresponds to the quantity of
Δv / 2

4

-Δv / 2

dv（
Δv
z d σ / dv x dv y dv z ）?（ d σ / dv x dv y dv z ）

（13）
If a constant time-gate is used to keep Δv the same，
the latter becomes irrelevant. Since d σ / dv x dv y dv z is
the population density in the velocity space，it should
be independent of the coordinate systems. We can then
transform the data into a polar coordinate（ v，θ，Ф ）
through
dσ / dv x dv y dv z = dσ / v2 dvsinθdθdФ （14）
Hence，a simple multiplication of the corrected images

concentration）of the molecules，whereas the desired

by v2 in the center-of-mass frame suffices to obtain the
conventional velocity flux map that shows the quantity

quantity is the flux of the products. The time-sliced ve-

of dσ / dvsinθdθdФ，i. e. ，

locity imaging approach simplifies considerably the
treatment of this transformation.

2
dσdvsinθdθdФ = v（
dσ / dv x dv y dv z ） （15）

Here it should be noted that the symmetry axis of the

The ideal time-sliced ion velocity image represents

polar coordinate is not necessary to be the z axis of the

the distribution of ions in the velocity space（ v x ，v y ，v z

Cartesian coordinate. Instead，it is usually chosen to
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be the relative velocity direction of the reactants so that

The ring-like features shown in Fig. 4a can be readily

the azimuthal symmetry over Ф is retained.

assigned to the DF product vibrational states，v' = 4，
3，and 2 for the smallest ring and successively larger

4
4. 1

Results and discussions

rings，respectively. The clear separation between the
DF vibrational rings indicates low rotational excitation

Product pair correlation
Taking the F + CD4 → DF + CD3 reaction as a pro-

of the DF products.

totype，we have explored several facets of product pair

When the laser wavelength is shifted to the 2 02

correlation. Examples include the quantum number

vibronic transition，the excited CD（0200）state
with
3

correlation between two product vibrators at a fixed col-

11. 3 kJ / mol of vibrational energy is probed. The prod-

［24］

，the collisional energy dependences

uct velocity image is shown in Fig. 4b at the same colli-

of the correlated DF attributes for a given CD3 vibra-

sional energy as in Fig. 4a. The effect of energy con-

lisional energy

［25］

tional state

，the pair-correlated excitation function
［26］

of F + CH4 → HF（ v'）+ CH（
，and
3 v = 0）reaction
more recently，the CD3 rotational state-selected pair
［27］

correlation for the F + CD4 reaction

.

servation（ equation（ 4 ））can be clearly seen when
comparing Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b，—the latter displays
smaller velocity rings for the same DF vibrational
states. More significant is the dependency of the vibra-

When the laser wavelength is parked at the peak

tional distributions of the DF co-products on the

of the Q branch of the two-photon 0 00 vibronic transition

“tagged”CD3 vibrational states（ the product pair cor-

（3p z 0 0 X ） of CD3（ the third photon brings it to
CD3 + + e - ），the low rotational states of the CD3
ground vibrational state are probed. Fig. 4a shows an
exemplified CD3 product velocity image of F + CD4 →
DF（ v'）+ CD3（0000 ）at 22. 6 kJ / mol of collisional
energy［24］. Since the internal energy of the CD3 prod-

relation），indicating the correlation between quantum
numbers of v' and v2 for the DF（ v'）+ CD（0
v2 00 ）
3
product pairs. In terms of product state-resolved populations，the pair correlation means the joint probability
matrix，P（ v'，v2 ），which is mxn in dimension for m
numbers of vibrational states of DF products and n vibrational states of CD3 products. The conventional or
uncorrelated state distribution corresponds to the averaged form of P（ vˊ，v2 ），i. e. P（ vˊ）= Σ v2 P（ v'，v2 ）or
P（ v2 ） = Σ v' P（ v'，v2 ），which can only have maximal
m + n quantities even if both product state distributions
are measured. Obviously，it is not feasible to reconstruct the full P（ v'，v2 ）matrix from the information of
P（ v'）and P（ v2 ）alone. Only under limiting cases
can the product distributions display no correlation be-

Fig. 4

Examples of raw ion images of the CD3 products from
F + CD4 at 22. 6 kJ / mol of collisional energy

state，and b. Probing
a. Probing CD（0000）vibrational
3
CD（0200）vibrational
state. The molecular beam velocity
3

tween two molecular products. One example is the
spectator case in which a group of atoms plays little
role in a reaction and becomes one of the products.
Another example is the statistical case，for which the

diagram（ Newton Diagram）and DF product vibrational

product pair correlation may not convey much addition-

quantum numbers are indicated.

al information about dynamics，as it can be largely predicted by statistical models based on energy and angu-

uct has been selected by the probe laser，by energy

lar momentum constraints.

conservation（ see equation（4））the velocity distribu-

It is interesting to compare the conventional HF

tion（ also the translational energy distribution）mirrors

state distribution［28］ with our correlated HF state distri-

the internal energy distributions of the DF co-products.

［26］
bution of CH3（ v = 0 ）+ HF（ v'）
. The former is
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peaked at v' = 2 and the latter is peaked at v' = 3 at
collisional energies near 7. 5 kJ / mol. Analog to the F

tle than just the above considerations of the energetics

+ CD4 case for which higher CD3 v2 -excitation is pref-

the outcome of a reaction will be mostly governed by

［24］

and structure of the transition state. It is believed that

erentially correlated to lower DF v'-excitation ，the
uncorrelated HF（ summed over all CH3 states）should

state. The correlation between the two product vibrators

have lower vibrational excitation than the HF distribu-

undoubtedly reveals more dynamical features of the re-

tion that is correlated with CH（
.
3 v = 0）

action，especially when the concerted motion of atoms

the concerted motion of atoms across the transition

The product angular distributions or differential

is of concern. In that sense，the product pair-correla-

cross sections are clearly revealed even just from the

tion may provide the most lucid picture of the transi-

casual inspection of the raw images. There are some

tion-state dynamics of a polyatomic reaction. Consider-

common features for Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b. For example，

ing the microscopic reversibility of a reaction，the pair-

both DF（ v' = 4）+ CD（0000）and
DF（ v' = 4）+ CD3
3

correlation is intimately related to the concept of mode-

（0200）product pairs show a very sharp forward peak.

specific reactivity. Hence，it will certainly provide a

The DF（ v' = 2 ）+ CD3（ 0 v2 00 ）pairs are backward

much more rigorous test for the quantum dynamical cal-

o

scattered. Here，we define the 0 angle（ or the forward

culations.

direction when probing CD3 ）as the direction of the

A polyatomic reaction offers an opportunity to ad-

relative velocity vector，g = v CD4 - v F in the center-of-

dress the dynamical questions other than those have

mass frame. There are also significant differences be-

been encountered in three-atom reactions. The multiple

tween Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b. Obviously，the angular dis-

mode nature of a polyatomic molecule is one of the is-

tribution of DF（ v' = 3）+ CD（0000）is
mostly in the
3

sues. In the F + CHD3 → DF + CHD2 reaction，a Fermi

backward and sideways directions，but that of DF（ v' =

resonance between 4 2 and 3 1 vibrational states of CHD2

3）+ CD3（ 0200 ） is shifted to forward-sideways and

has been discovered［31］. It is interesting to note that

has a sharp forward peak. It is quite remarkable to see

this discovery is made from the conclusion of the dy-

that the product angular distributions vary so dramatic-

namical observables（ the state distributions，angular

ally with their vibrational quantum number pairs —

distributions， collisional energy dependences， etc ）

from a sharp forward peak for DF（ v' = 4）+ CD（
3 v2 ）

rather than from the more conventional spectroscopic

to backward scattering for DF（ v' = 2）+ CD（
. Be3 v2 ）

analysis.

sides a strong dependency on the DF vibrational quan-

4. 2

Reactive resonance

tum numbers， the product angular distributions de-

Reactive resonance is one of the most fascinating

pends also significantly on the CD3 vibrational quantum

phenomena in reaction dynamics. The term resonance

numbers，for which the energy separation per quantum

refers to a transiently formed metastable that is pro-

is 5. 9 kJ / mol，relatively small with respect to the

duced while the reaction is taking place. If we view the

33. 4 kJ / mol spacing of the DF vibrational levels.

occurrence of a chemical transformation as the motion

The transition state of the F + CD4 reaction is of

of atoms on a Born-Oppenheimer potential energy sur-

an early barrier with an elongated D-F bond in a nearly

face（ PES），the existence of reactive resonance can be

［29］

linear F-D-C geometry

. The observation of a strong

traced back to dynamical trapping in wells on the vi-

vibrational population inversion of the DF products and

brationally adiabatic PES，even when there is no well

a weak excitation of the umbrella mode of CD3 products

on the Born-Oppenheimer PES. It is a quantum me-

［30］

is therefore not too surprising

. In addition to the

chanical phenomenon and is dynamical in origin.

product state distributions，we have observed an an-

After 20-year debates，the mystery of reactive res-

ticorrelation between the quantum numbers of the two
product vibrators. This anticorrelation indicates that

onance has recently been unlocked in F + HD → HF +
D reaction［7 - 9，13］. The vibrational quantum numbers of

the motion at and after the transition state is more sub-

the resonance state of the transient FHD complex have
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been assigned as（ 003 ），three vibrational quanta in

resolution ion velocity imaging method. The dual rota-

the antisymmetric H - F stretching mode and zero

ting sources，crossed molecular beam apparatus offers a

quanta in other modes［13］. The adiabatic separation of

convenient way to study the collisional energy depend-

the high frequency H - F stretching mode plays an im-

ence. The combination of REMPI detection and ion ve-

portant role in this reactive resonance. For a polyatom-

locity imaging is ideal to resolve the product state and

ic reaction，the reactive resonance is a hitherto unex-

angular distributions，and at the same time to obtain

plored frontier both theoretically and experimentally.

the pair-correlated information. At higher collisional

Due to high density of states，intramolecular vibrational

energies，more methyl vibrational excitation and less

redistribution（ IVR ） processes are quite common in

HF / DF vibrational excitation have been observed. The

polyatomic systems. If there is a reactive resonance in

vibrational distributions of HF / DF products show strong

a polyatomic reaction，one might anticipate that the

anticorrelation to both vibrational and rotational excita-

IVR process could have significant effects，for exam-

tion of the methyl co-products. The product angular

ple，in shortening the lifetime of the resonance state

distributions are very sensitive to the pair-correlation of

and possibly washing out the possible resonance signa-

the product states. Isotope effects have been investiga-

tures.

ted. The first evidence of reactive resonance in a poly-

By examining several dynamical attributes of F +

atomic reaction has been uncovered.

CH4 reaction at collisional energies close to the reaction

Multiple vibrational modes are the characteristics

threshold，we have recently presented the first experi-

of a polyatomic system. The interaction between the vi-

mental evidence for reactive resonance in this polya-

brational modes is undoubtedly an important issue. The

［32］

tomic reaction

. The reactivity near the reaction

product vibrational mode correlation indicates which

threshold is significantly enhanced by the resonant tun-

types of motion are active or frozen while the reaction is

neling

about

taking place. The quantum number correlation offers a

2. 1 kJ / mol. However，the signature of resonance in

more quantitative aspect. The correlation information

this polyatomic reaction turns out to be most clearly re-

holds great promise to unravel the“ extra-atom”com-

vealed in the decay of the resonance state，which is in

plexity of a polyatomic reaction. Theoretical work on

a highly mode- / state-specific manner. Most notably，

these important issues will definitely help our under-

the high-frequency symmetric stretching mode（ v1 = 1）

standing to the polyatomic reactions. We have started

excitation of CH3 product is observed only at low colli-

to extend this type of study to Cl + CH4 reaction and

sional energies. To put in a simple physical terms，not

OH + CH4 reaction. It will be highly rewarding to com-

only is the HF（ v' = 2，high j'）+ CH（
3 v = 0）product
pair formed（ analogous to the HF（ v' = 2，high j'）+ D

pare this series of abstraction reactions of various barri-

through

the

reaction

barrier

of

from the F + HD reaction，but also the HF（ v' = 2）+
CH（
3 v1 = 1）product pair is produced through a suggested IVR process. Nonetheless，the crust of the resonance formation mechanism appears quite similar for
the F + CH4 and the previously reported F + HD reactions.

5

er heights，exothermicity，transition state locations，
etc.
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Conclusions
From the product pair-correlation to the reactive

resonance，we have demonstrated that rich information
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